Electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) is an effective and rapid treatment for depression^[@ref1]^ and selected other psychiatric conditions.^[@ref2]^ However, the use of ECT has declined in some countries, including the UK.^[@ref3]^ One explanation might be concerns about negative effects on memory. Although it is generally accepted that memory impairment might occur during and immediately after the treatment,^[@ref4]^ the question of whether ECT might have long-term effects on memory remains controversial.^[@ref5],[@ref6]^ On the one hand, long-term follow-up studies using standard neuropsychological tests have found that cognition returns to baseline levels, or improves, after ECT.^[@ref4],[@ref7]--[@ref10]^ On the other hand, case reports^[@ref11],[@ref12]^ and retrospective evaluations of ECT\'s effect on memory^[@ref13],[@ref14]^ suggest that some people experience long-term subjective memory impairment after ECT. In line with this, subjective memory impairment following ECT correlates poorly with objectively assessed memory function, but strongly with concurrent depressive symptoms.^[@ref5],[@ref8],[@ref10]^ A frequently cited review of studies published between 1980 and 2000 estimated that 29--55% of people experienced negative effects on memory after ECT.^[@ref15]^ However, these studies may be outdated owing to changes in ECT techniques and have also been criticised for methodological shortcomings such as inability to separate acute and persistent memory effects of ECT.^[@ref16]^ Thus, there is a need to clarify the magnitude of the problem and its risk factors in current ECT practice.

The aims of this study were to investigate (a) the prevalence of and risk factors for long-term subjective worsening of memory following ECT and (b) the extent to which results depend on how questions regarding memory are framed to patients.

Method {#sec1}
======

Inclusion and exclusion criteria {#sec1-1}
--------------------------------

The present study is part of the Predictors for ECT (PREFECT) project. Eight Swedish hospitals enrolled study participants between May 2014 and August 2016. Patients ≥18 years of age who were scheduled to receive at least six ECT sessions were eligible for inclusion regardless of clinical diagnosis. In total, 535 individuals consented to participate in the study. Of these, four individuals were included twice, but data were used from only one of these occasions.

[Figure 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"} presents a flowchart of included and excluded participants. Participants were excluded if they had no data in the Swedish National Quality Register for ECT (Q-ECT), received fewer than three ECT sessions, were interviewed for follow-up less than 16 days after the last ECT treatment (the lower bound for long-term cognitive effects of ECT as suggested by others^[@ref4]^) or failed to respond to the Comprehensive Psychopathological Rating Scale (CPRS) subjective memory item pre- or post-ECT. Forty-eight participants were unable to respond to the baseline CPRS memory item owing to their clinical status and 46 participants refused further contact after the baseline interview. For the remaining participants who failed to respond to the memory question (*n* = 135), the reason was not specified. In total, 277 participants (51.8%) were included in the present study. [Table 1](#tab01){ref-type="table"} presents a comparison of included and excluded participants. Fig. 1Flowchart of included and excluded participants.ECT, electroconvulsive therapy. Table 1Characteristics of included and excluded participantsIncluded (*n* = 277)Excluded (n = 258)*n* or mean% or s.d.Missing, *nn* or mean% or s.d.Missing, *nP*[^a^](#tfn1_2){ref-type="table-fn"}Female gender18366.1%014257.5%11**0**.**04**Indication for ECT10170.61Unipolar depression20877.9%18175.1%Bipolar depression3412.7%3112.9%All other conditions259.4%2912.0%Previously treated with ECT9336.9%259541.9%310.27Age at treatment start, years45.616.2047.417.7110.28CGI severity pre-ECT (1--7)[^b^](#tfn1_3){ref-type="table-fn"}4.90.8155.00.8250.10CGI improvement (1--7)[^b^](#tfn1_3){ref-type="table-fn"}2.20.9402.10.9460.13Number of ECT sessions8.83.908.74.3110.73Electrode placement716**0**.**001**Unilateral24189.3%18978.1%Bifrontal/bitemporal2910.7%5321.9%Pulse width, ms5130.50Ultrabrief (0.25--0.47 ms)5419.9%4317.6%Brief (0.50--1.00 ms)21880.1%20282.4%Charge, mC255.299.15282.3136.3130.15Lithium3213.0%12412.6%120.88Valproate73.6%153.7%120.98Lamotrigine178.7%11812.2%120.19Antipsychotic7839.9%17440.2%120.93Antidepressant20181.2%114866.7%12**\<0**.**001 ***MedianIQRMedianIQR*Pre-ECT CPRS score (0--6)[^b^](#tfn1_3){ref-type="table-fn"}21--3021--4690.15Post-ECT CPRS score (0--6)[^b^](#tfn1_3){ref-type="table-fn"}10--2010--22000.76GSE-My expectation of effect (1--7)[^c^](#tfn1_4){ref-type="table-fn"}33--4483.53--41080.43GSE-My evaluation of effect (1--7)[^c^](#tfn1_4){ref-type="table-fn"}33--4033--41990.65GSE-Md expectation of effect (1--7)[^c^](#tfn1_4){ref-type="table-fn"}65--63565--688**0**.**010**[^2][^3][^4][^5]

We used the Q-ECT to track additional ECT sessions (new series or maintenance treatment) between the end of the index series and the follow-up interview. The Q-ECT, launched in 2011, covered 89% of all ECT series carried out in Sweden in 2014.^[@ref17]^ A follow-up telephone interview was completed a median of 73 days (interquartile range IQR = 52--101 days) after the last ECT session recorded in the Q-ECT.

ECT procedure {#sec1-2}
-------------

Electroconvulsive therapy was administered using bidirectional, constant-current, brief-pulse devices from Mecta (Mecta Corp, Lake Oswego, Oregon, USA) or Thymatron (Somatics Inc., Lake Buff, Illinois, USA). For anaesthesia, propofol or thiopental was used. Suxamethonium was used for muscle relaxation. Seizure duration was registered with electroencephalography. From the Q-ECT, we retrieved data on electrode placement (right unilateral according to d\'Elia versus bilateral at the first or last session of each treatment series), charge (mC) at the first session and pulse width at the first session (dichotomised into ultrabrief (0.25--0.47 ms) versus brief (0.5--1.0 ms)). All participating clinics administered ECT three times a week: Monday, Wednesday and Friday.

Assessment of subjective memory impairment {#sec1-3}
------------------------------------------

Subjective memory impairment was assessed using the Comprehensive Psychopathological Rating Scale (CPRS)^[@ref18]^ memory item during an in-person interview pre-ECT and by telephone post-ECT. The CPRS is a semi-structured interview covering a wide range of psychiatric symptoms and signs. It was specifically designed to have high sensitivity to change and it has good reliability.^[@ref19]^ Several psychometric instruments, such as the well-known Montgomery--Åsberg Depression Rating Scale (MADRS), have been constructed using selected items from the CPRS. The memory item assesses current subjective memory impairment compared with previous ability. Interviewers rated respondents\' answers to the CPRS memory item on a scale from 0--6. Ratings 0--1 indicate no memory impairment, 2--3 indicate occasional lapses of memory, 4--5 indicate disturbing memory impairment, and 6 indicates complete inability to remember. Thus, ratings 4--6 indicate symptoms that are clinically significant, whereas ratings 2--3 indicate discernible symptoms that may or may not be clinically significant. We labelled ratings 4--6 as clinically significant and 2--3 as transient memory impairment.

In line with previous research using the CPRS in this context,^[@ref20]^ we defined subjective memory worsening as the post-ECT CPRS rating being ≥2 points worse than the pre-ECT rating. Since this definition includes changes that may be of small clinical significance, for example a change from no impairment (rating 0) pre-ECT to occasional lapses of memory (a rating of 2) post-ECT, we also calculated the proportion of participants who had both ≥2 points worsening on the post-ECT CPRS rating and a post-ECT rating ≥4 points (i.e., clinically significant memory impairment). Subjective memory improvement was defined as ≥2 points improvement, whereas participants with \<2 points change in either direction were considered unchanged with respect to memory.

Participants\' expectation and evaluation of the effect of ECT on memory {#sec1-4}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Participants also completed the Global Self-Evaluation of Memory and of Mood (GSE-My and GSE-Md).^[@ref14]^ Before ECT, these instruments included questions about what effect the participants expected ECT to have on memory and mood. Answers were rated on a Likert scale ranging from 1 (extremely negative) to 7 (extremely positive). After ECT, the same questions were used to capture participants\' retrospective evaluation of ECT\'s effect on memory.

Other variables {#sec1-5}
---------------

Before ECT, we recorded use of lithium, valproate, lamotrigine, antidepressants and antipsychotics. Other variables were retrieved from the Q-ECT: age, gender, indication for ECT (unipolar depression, ICD-10 codes F32.0--F32.9; bipolar depression, F31.3--F31.5; and 'other', including all other indications), previous treatment with ECT (yes/no), pre-ECT Clinical Global Impressions (CGI) severity scale and post-ECT CGI improvement scale,^[@ref21]^ the number of ECT sessions between baseline and follow-up, and the time elapsed between the last ECT session and follow-up. Missing data for each variable are displayed in [Table 1](#tab01){ref-type="table"}.

Ethics {#sec1-6}
------

The authors assert that all procedures contributing to this work comply with the ethical standards of the relevant national and institutional committees on human experimentation and with the Helsinki Declaration of 1975, as revised in 2008. All procedures involving patients were approved by the Regional Ethical Review Board in Stockholm, Sweden (approval no. 2012/1969-31/1). Written informed consent was obtained from all participants.

Statistical analysis {#sec1-7}
--------------------

We tested differences in categorical and continuous variables using Pearson χ^2^- and Mann--Whitney *U*-tests respectively. We used Wilcoxon signed-rank tests to test changes in CPRS and GSE-My scores between pre- and post-ECT.

We used ordinal regression to analyse risk factors for two outcomes: (a) change in CPRS rating from pre- to post-ECT and (b) negative retrospective evaluations of the memory effects of ECT. Since there was a substantial amount of missing data, we imputed data on covariates using multivariate imputation by chained equations (MICE). For the first outcome, we used level-2 predictive mean matching (PMM) as the data were transformed for longitudinal analysis. However, all imputed variables were constant across time for each person.^[@ref22]^ For the second outcome, we used PMM to impute missing values. We created 50 imputed data-sets for each analysis described below and conducted pooled analyses.

For analysis of change in the CPRS variable, we used an ordinal mixed-effects model.^[@ref23]^ Owing to the sparse number of responses for some alternatives we collapsed the dependent variables (CPRS ratings pre- and post ECT) into three-level variables (0--1, 2--3, 4--6). For each covariate, we created a separate model including the main effect of the covariate, the main effect of time and the interaction between covariate and time. When examining the retrospective evaluation of ECT\'s effect on memory (GSE-My), we similarly collapsed the dependent variable into three classes (1--2, 3, 4--7) from the original seven. We then used ordinal regression to analyse the effect of each covariate on the dependent variable. Lastly, we constructed multivariate models for both outcomes in three steps by (a) including all variables with *P* \< 0.25 in univariate models, (b) backward selection by removing the variable with the highest *P*-value in each step until only significant effects remained and (c) comparing point estimates of all variables in this reduced model with those in the full model in step (a) to investigate whether we had missed any important confounders. If there was no substantial difference in point estimates, we used the reduced model as our final model.

Results were considered statistically significant when *P* \< 0.05 (two-tailed). Analyses were carried out using IBM SPSS Statistics v.24 for Windows and R v.3.6.0 for Windows.

Results {#sec2}
=======

[Table 1](#tab01){ref-type="table"} shows characteristics of the included and excluded participants. Included participants were more likely to be female, to be taking antidepressant medication, to receive unilateral ECT and to have more positive expectations about the mood effects of ECT.

Subjective memory change from pre- to post-ECT {#sec2-1}
----------------------------------------------

Overall, subjective memory as assessed using the CPRS improved from pre-ECT assessment (median 2, IQR = 1--3) to post-ECT assessment (median 1, IQR = 0--2, Wilcoxon signed-rank test *Z* = −4.39, *P* \< 0.001). Memory was unchanged in 52.3% (*n* = 145) and improved in 31.4% (*n* = 87) of participants. Subjective memory worsening occurred in 16.2% (*n* = 45), as seen in [Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} and supplementary Table 1 (available at <https://doi.org/10.1192/bjo.2020.9>). Among those with subjective memory worsening, 22 participants (7.9% of the total sample) also reported clinically significant memory impairment post-ECT. Fig. 2Subjective memory variables pre- and post-electroconvulsive therapy. (a) Subjective memory change from pre- to post-ECT according to Comprehensive Psychopathological Rating Scale (CPRS) score. (b) Post-ECT evaluation of ECT effect on memory according to Global Self-Evaluation Memory (GSE-My) score. Total sample: *n* = 277; for exact numbers and percentages, see the text and supplementary Table 2.

Expectations and evaluations of ECT effect on memory {#sec2-2}
----------------------------------------------------

The expectations of ECT\'s effect on memory before treatment were less negative (median 3, IQR = 3--4) than the evaluations after treatment (median 3, IQR = 3--4, *Z* = −5.85, *P* \< 0.001). Before ECT, 6.6% (*n* = 15) had very negative expectations (GSE-My rating 1--2) regarding what effect ECT would have on their memory. After ECT, 23.1% (*n* = 64) considered ECT to have had a very negative effect on their memory (supplementary Table 1).

Relationship between memory change and post-ECT evaluations {#sec2-3}
-----------------------------------------------------------

The GSE-My evaluations of memory effects after treatment were more negative than the change in subjective memory as assessed with the CPRS ([Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} and supplementary Table 2). For example, most of those with retrospective negative evaluations after treatment did not have memory worsening according to the CPRS assessment.

Variables associated with subjective memory worsening {#sec2-4}
-----------------------------------------------------

[Table 2](#tab02){ref-type="table"} presents the time interaction effects of all covariates on the CPRS memory item. In the final multivariate model after multiple imputation, increasing age (odds ratio (OR) per 10-year increase 0.78, 95% CI 0.63--0.97) and longer time to follow-up (OR per 4 additional weeks 0.68, 95% CI 0.51--0.91) were associated with less subjective memory worsening. Negative expectations before treatment were associated with more subjective memory worsening (OR per 1-point more negative evaluation 1.83, 95% CI 1.28--2.61). Analyses without imputation resulted in similar estimates (supplementary Table 4). Main effects for all variables are displayed in supplementary Table 3. More negative pre-ECT expectations of memory effects were associated with less baseline subjective memory impairment (OR per 1-point more negative expectation 0.73, 95% CI 0.56--0.94). Table 2Time interaction effects[^a^](#tfn2_2){ref-type="table-fn"} for variables associated with increasing subjective memory impairment from before to after electroconvulsive therapy (ECT)Univariate modelFinal multivariate modelOR95% CI*P*OR95% CI*P*Female gender1.220.59--2.520.58Indication for ECTUnipolar depressionReferenceBipolar depression1.250.46--3.390.66All other conditions1.990.58--6.850.26Previously treated with ECT1.480.73--2.990.28Lithium1.380.52--3.670.52Valproate2.530.43--15.080.31Lamotrigine2.640.83--8.380.10Antipsychotic1.050.53--2.090.89Antidepressant0.780.34--1.810.57Bifrontal/bitemporal ECT (*v.* unilateral)0.940.30--2.940.92Brief pulse width (*v.* ultrabrief)1.840.79--4.280.16Age, per 10 years0.750.60--0.930.010.780.63--0.970.03Duration of follow-up, per 4 weeks0.710.54--0.940.020.680.51--0.910.01Number of ECT sessions, per session1.111.02--1.200.02Charge, per 100 mC0.850.61--1.190.35CGI severity pre-ECT (1--7),[^b^](#tfn2_3){ref-type="table-fn"} per point increase0.700.44--1.100.11CGI improvement (1--7),[^b^](#tfn2_3){ref-type="table-fn"} per point increase1.671.13--2.460.01More negative expectation of memory effect (GSE-My, 1--7), per point worsening1.901.33--2.70\<0.0011.831.28--2.61\<0.001More negative expectation of mood effect (GSE-Md, 1--7), per point worsening1.210.77--1.900.40[^6][^7][^8]

[Table 3](#tab03){ref-type="table"} presents associations between a more negative retrospective evaluation of ECT\'s memory effects and all covariates. In the final multivariate model after multiple imputation, increasing age (OR per 10-year increase 0.73, 95% CI 0.63--0.85) reduced the risk of negative evaluation. Subjective memory impairment pre-ECT (OR per 1-point worse evaluation 1.31, 95% CI 1.11--1.55), pre-ECT expectations (OR per 1-point worse evaluation 1.30, 95% CI 1.03--1.66) and valproate use (OR = 4.00, 95% CI 1.07--14.93) were associated with higher risk for a negative evaluation. Analyses without imputation resulted in similar estimates (supplementary Table 5). Table 3Variables associated with a more negative retrospective evaluation of the effect of electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) on memory[^a^](#tfn3_2){ref-type="table-fn"}Univariate modelFinal multivariate modelOR95% CI*P*OR95% CI*P*Female gender1.711.07--2.750.031.691.03--2.780.04Indication for ECTUnipolar depressionReferenceBipolar depression1.500.76--2.980.24All other conditions0.570.26--1.290.18Previously treated with ECT1.030.65--1.640.90Lithium1.610.84--3.050.15Valproate3.881.04--14.440.044.001.07--14.930.040Lamotrigine0.910.42--1.970.80Antipsychotic1.030.66--1.600.91Antidepressant1.060.60--1.860.85Bifrontal/bitemporal ECT (*v.* unilateral)0.690.34--1.420.32Brief pulse width (*v.* ultrabrief)1.040.60--1.790.90Age, per 10 years0.740.64--0.85\<0.0010.730.63--0.85\<0.001Duration of follow-up, per 4 weeks1.040.87--1.240.68Number of ECT sessions, per session1.040.99--1.100.14Charge, per 100 mC0.930.74--1.160.50CGI severity pre-ECT (1--7),[^b^](#tfn3_3){ref-type="table-fn"} per point increase0.910.68--1.220.54More subjective memory impairment pre-ECT (CPRS, 0--6),[^b^](#tfn3_3){ref-type="table-fn"} per point increase1.201.03--1.400.021.311.11--1.550.002CGI improvement (1--7),[^b^](#tfn3_3){ref-type="table-fn"} per point increase1.250.96--1.620.10More negative expectation of memory effect (GSE-My, 1--7), per point worsening1.291.04--1.600.021.301.03--1.660.029More negative expectation of mood effect (GSE-Md, 1--7), per point worsening1.180.88--1.600.27[^9][^10][^11]

Discussion {#sec3}
==========

We studied long-term effects of ECT on subjective memory in routine clinical practice. We not only used the CPRS memory item to assess memory before and after treatment, but also asked participants before treatment what effect they expected ECT to have on their memory. After treatment, we asked them to evaluate the effect ECT had had on their memory. For a clear majority of participants, subjective memory improved or remained unchanged from pre- to post-ECT according to the CPRS assessment, but it worsened in 16% of participants. Despite this, when asked to retrospectively evaluate the effect of ECT on memory, as many as 55% of participants reported that ECT had had a negative effect on their memory. This demonstrates that the method used to capture subjective memory impairment after ECT has a large influence on the results. Factors that were significantly associated with worsening of memory as assessed using the CPRS were younger age, shorter follow-up time and negative expectations before treatment.

Comparison with previous studies {#sec3-1}
--------------------------------

Previous reports on the proportion of people who experience long-term negative effects on subjective memory after ECT vary widely (29--55%).^[@ref15]^ This study provides a possible explanation for this. The prevalence of negative subjective effects of ECT on memory in our study may be said to be as high as 55% (retrospective patient evaluation of the impact of ECT on their memory) or as low as 8% (≥2 points worsening on the CPRS memory item in conjunction with clinically significant subjective memory impairment post-ECT). The highest estimate of subjective memory worsening following ECT in this study is on a par with the highest estimate previously reported,^[@ref24]^ which interestingly was based on similar retrospective questions. The GSE-My has rarely been used in previous ECT research, but the expectations and evaluations of ECT\'s effect on memory in the present study are similar to a previous naturalistic study that used the GSE-My in an American setting.^[@ref14]^ By contrast, we found that subjective memory worsened in only 16% when assessed using the CPRS before and a median of 73 days after ECT. This is lower than in a study that used the same instrument to assess memory worsening immediately after ECT (25%),^[@ref20]^ suggesting that subjective memory impairment subsides with time. Indeed, we found that shorter follow-up time was associated with more subjective memory worsening. These results also align with studies of objectively assessed cognitive function, where impaired memory immediately following ECT returned to baseline levels or improved at long-term follow-up.^[@ref4]^

Previous studies have also found discrepancies when comparing retrospective global patient evaluations administered post-ECT and score change on subjective memory questionnaires administered pre- and post-ECT.^[@ref13],[@ref14]^ Some have attributed the discrepancy to the difference in the type of memory assessed: global evaluations cover all types of memory impairment, including retrograde amnesia, whereas structured questionnaires only cover certain aspects of memory. However, we found similar discrepancies despite comparing a global patient evaluation with a global memory assessment administered pre- and post-ECT. We therefore propose that retrospective evaluations yield a more negative picture than a comparison of pre- and post-ECT assessments.

Validity of the study method {#sec3-2}
----------------------------

Given the subjective nature of the phenomenon under study, it has been argued that taking pre-ECT subjective memory into account is not a valid approach.^[@ref12]^ However, the validity of retrospective evaluations as measures of long-term side-effects of ECT can also be questioned. First, amnesia for the period surrounding the treatment challenges patients\' ability to evaluate change in memory from pre- to post-ECT. Second, a retrospective evaluation implicitly suggests a causal explanation ('How has ECT affected your memory?'), which is virtually impossible for the individual patient to appraise among the myriad of factors that might affect memory function. Third, negative retrospective evaluations may refer to the well-known phenomenon of retrograde and anterograde amnesia for the treatment period, rather than persistent, disabling effects on memory function.^[@ref24],[@ref25]^ Finally, we found that subjective memory impairment before ECT was associated with a more negative evaluation of ECT\'s memory effect. This provides empirical support for the notion that negative evaluations of ECT\'s memory effects may in some cases be due to patients attributing pre-existing subjective memory impairment to ECT. Speculatively, such beliefs might be modifiable by interventions during and after the treatment period to mitigate negative memory effects of ECT.

Participants\' characteristics associated with subjective memory impairment {#sec3-3}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

In our study, more negative expectations of ECT\'s memory effects were consistently associated with both subjective memory worsening following ECT and a negative retrospective evaluation. Interestingly, participants\' expectations of the mood effects of ECT were not associated with negative effects on memory. It is therefore unlikely that the association between more negative expectations and subjective memory impairment was a result of generally negative attitudes towards ECT. Instead, it might reflect a specific nocebo effect of negative expectations or a placebo effect of positive expectations.

Similar to previous studies,^[@ref13],[@ref14],[@ref20]^ we found younger age to be associated with a worse subjective memory outcome after ECT according to both outcome measures. This contrasts with studies of long-term objective memory effects of ECT, which have not found a clear relationship with age.^[@ref4]^ In the present study, no other factor confounded or mediated this association. A similar finding was made in a previous study of people with depression not treated with ECT, in which younger age was associated with having more subjective cognitive impairment relative to objective cognitive function.^[@ref26]^ Potential explanations for this higher sensitivity to cognitive disturbance among younger people include more exposure to cognitively demanding and distracting activities.

We observed no effect of bilateral ECT or pulse width, which have been found to influence objective cognitive impairment after ECT.^[@ref13],[@ref27]^ However, our observational study is limited by possible confounding by indication. Also, bilateral ECT was used in few participants (11%) and the variation in pulse width was small with a relatively short maximum pulse width (1 ms). Regarding medications, we found that valproate was associated with a more negative evaluation of ECT\'s memory effects. This finding should be interpreted with caution given the small number of participants taking valproate (*n* = 7). Also, we are not aware of any previous reports linking valproate treatment to adverse cognitive effects of ECT.

Strengths and limitations {#sec3-4}
-------------------------

The main strengths of this study are the multicentre design and relatively large, well-characterised sample. The main limitation concerns missing data, which resulted in exclusion of almost half of the original sample from analysis. Thus, we cannot exclude possible bias with respect to subjective memory effects of ECT. Another limitation is that we could not compare the results of our global assessments of subjective memory with objective memory tests or more detailed assessments of subjective memory.

Clinical implications {#sec3-5}
---------------------

The estimated prevalence of subjective memory impairment after ECT is highly dependent on how it is assessed and operationalised. Our findings also suggest that some patients might retrospectively attribute pre-existing subjective memory impairment to ECT. Potential clinical implications of our findings include that the indication for ECT should be carefully considered when patients, especially young individuals, have negative expectations regarding memory effects. Speculatively, negative expectations and attribution of pre-existing memory impairment to ECT may be modifiable by interventions, which might have the potential to reduce the occurrence of subjective memory worsening following ECT.
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